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The Boston area can expect precipitation totals this winter to be roughly in line with historical averages.

Winter to be average, drought to persist,
officials say
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If you have your fingers crossed for a warm, snow-free winter, you may be out of luck. Then again, if

you’re rooting for cold and boatloads of snow, you also may be in for disappointment.

Weather experts say they expect our region to experience a winter that’s, well, pretty normal.

A seasonal forecast issued Thursday by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Climate

Prediction Center calls for temperatures in our area to be

about average, and the same goes for precipitation.

That suggests the Boston area can expect snowfall totals to

be roughly in line with historical averages.

Get Fast Forward in your inbox:
Forget yesterday's news. Get what you need today in this
early-morning email.

Boston normally gets about 33 inches of snow during meteorological winter — from December

through February — and about another 10 inches in the weeks just before and after that stretch.

However, NOAA cautions that its seasonal temperature and precipitation outlooks are not necessarily

indicators of what to expect in terms of snow.

The agency does not offer any official projections on seasonal snowfall totals, which tend to be heavily

dependent on the strength and track of individual storms. Those are generally not predictable more

than a week out.

“Regardless of the outlook, there is always some chance for

extreme winter weather, so prepare now for what might

come later this winter,” said a statement from Mike
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Halpert, deputy director of the Climate Prediction Center.

Meanwhile, the agency said to expect the ongoing drought

in our region to persist through at least the end of January.

NOAA

https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2016/10/20/drought-conditions-remain-relatively-unchanged-massachusetts/mRyiPFgSki0rNA8uKidDIK/story.html
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Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @mrochele
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Woman lived with sister’s body in kitchen for more than year

MORE...

A cousin of the sisters discovered the body last month in the kitchen of the $1.2 million Brookline

home. 
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A liberal arts college without English majors?

MORE...

As middle-class families struggle, so do small schools that have traditionally drawn from a regional,

middle-class pool of students.

The Ship may go down on Route 1

MORE...

Like the Hilltop, Weylu’s, and Route 1 Miniature Golf, the highway landmark may be demolished to

make way for development.

Healey wins showdown with Exxon Mobil

MORE...

Attorney General Maura Healey demanded company documents on climate change dating back 40

years. 

Bay Staters flocking to Medicaid

MORE...

An average of 6,000 new people have signed up for MassHealth, the state’s Medicaid program, every

month since mid-2015. 

‘I want to become the 55th mayor of the City of Boston’

MORE...

Boston City Councilor Tito Jackson vows a vigorous campaign against his friend and former ally

Mayor Martin Walsh. 

Patriots tight end ‘saved the day’ by fulfilling school fund-raiser

MORE...

Martellus Bennett gave $2,500 to the Maurice J. Tobin K-8 School, so they could buy books for a

reading space. 

Baker urges Congress to keep key provisions of Obamacare

MORE...

As the GOP-controlled Congress moves rapidly to dismantle President Obama’s health care law,

Republican Governor Charlie Baker is staking out independent ground.
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10 things that happened at Trump’s press conference

MORE...

For the first time since July, the president-elect held a press conference — nine days before he is set

to be sworn into office. 

In the halls of high-tech MIT, he still paints professors’ names on doors

MORE...

If a name appears written in black letters on a professor’s office door at MIT, it’s more likely than

not that Glenn Silva put it there. 

With too few nurses for kids’ home care, parents push for action

MORE...

The parents of severely ill children are hoping Beacon Hill will raise reimbursement rates for nurses

who care for kids in their homes.

Another spring-like day before temperatures plummet

MORE...

The unseasonable weather, which came on a damp day, matched a mark set on Jan. 12, 1975, and in

1913. 

Double stabbing near Boston Common
MORE...Two men were stabbed on Tremont Street just before 4 p.m. Thursday, police said.

Robert F. Kennedy saw conspiracy in JFK’s assassination

MORE...

Robert F. Kennedy took on some of the Kennedy Administration’s hardest tasks, ones that created

dangerous foes, and after the assassination, RFK wondered if one of them had done it. 

An L.L. Bean boot boycott is not the way to go

MORE...

L.L. Bean is a company committed to caring for the environment, generous with donations, and

good to its workers. 

Blackstone man sought in murder of his elderly father
MORE...Worcester District Attorney Joseph D. Early Jr. declined to say how Walter Armstrong, 83, was killed. 
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